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Address: 627 West Randolph Street, Chicago, IL, USA, 
West Loop District
Zone: DX-7, Downtown Mixed-Use District
Lot Area Approximation: 18,830 sq.ft.
Parcel 01: North parcel, parking lot
Parcel 02: Existing 1-story CTA building, (to be demol-
ished)
Parcel 03: Existing 2-story CTA building

Project Brief:  The architectural subject is Mixed-Use Multi-
family Housing for a young professional demographic. One 
designed 600-700 sq.ft. unit is replicated and implemented 
in a planning scheme based upon a preliminary manifesto 
and early conceptual models.  

SITE INFORMATION
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VICINITY MAP
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LOCAL CLIMATE CONDITIONS
LOCATION: CHICAGO, IL, USA
BASED ON INFORMATIONS OBTAINED 
FROM IOWA STATE UNIV. ENVIRONMENTAL MESONET
JAKE LINDLEY

PRECIPITATION TOTALS (INCH): AVERAGE MOST IN MAY AND JUNE AT 4.07 (2020)

AVERAGE DAILY HIGH TEMPERATUES (F):  80.4 - 84.6

AVERAGE DAILY LOW TEMPERATUES (F): 20.9-67.39
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SCAALE: 1/64"
PROOJECT: UR
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LOCC: 627 W. R
CHICAGO, IL
JAKKE LINDLE
DATTE DRAWN
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SHADOW STUDIES
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DATE PRODUCED: 08/28/2020
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STREETSCAPE ANALYSIS 
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Ten rip-and-tear chipboard models were made as a way of visualizing conceptual possibilities and gener-
ating ideas about building form as it relates specifically to the site conditions.  

CONCEPTUAL PHYSICAL MODELING
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24 digital conceptual models were generated using Rhino as another tool for production. While necessary 
in most cases to produce ideas quickly, this excercise provided the opportunity to include new design 
elements that would be much more difficult to make in a physical chipboard model.  

CONCEPTUAL DIGITAL MODELING
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The final parti is derived from ideas of serenity within the noise and dynamic character 
of the urban landscape.  The model provides a sense of community and tranquility from 
the hustle of daily urban life outside the home.  This concept underscores the value of 
separation of activities that happen in the public and private realms. 

A courtyard scheme provides transition from the noisy, somewhat chaotic street condi-
tion to a calm environment before entering the building.  This is referred to as the de-
compression zone. 

The conceptual operation is the pulling apart of two larger volumes to utilize a more 
intimate, comfortable interstitial spaces at the heart of the lot, revealing the central core 
of common space.  This concept holds sacred the notions of community engagement 
while the courtyard serves as the linking element that creates the main chamber of wind 
shelter. 

A strong horizontal datum is expressed at the third floor plate, emphasizing the public 
area below and residential above.  The centralized horizontal circulation promotes visual 
connection and social interaction and allows the program to situate units along the pe-
riphery of the site.  

PARTI
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UNIT ITERATIONS + VIGNETTES
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The unit is designed to  belong to the individual, to cheer on, to assist in supporting them to be their best 
self.  This notion of empowerment is manifested architecturally through a balance of privacy and trans-
parency.  A slight niche at the front door gives a subtle sense of arrival and the turn on axis once through 
the door acts as a cleansing mechanism and reorientation, an awareness of place. The ipe along the 
cabinets and up the wall coupled with the step down delineates the separation of the kitchen and living 
space. The angled wall in center-plan acts as a thrid threshold to the fully private realm of the dwelling in 
which daylighting is  captured but does not rely on transparency as a means of infiltration.  

PARTI
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SITE + GROUND LEVEL PLAN
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PROJECT STATISTICS
Lot Area 17,968 sq. ft. 0.41 Acres
Total Building Square Footage (gross) 39,828 sq. ft.
Floor Area Ratio (maximum) 7 FAR
Floor Area Ratio (actual) 2.2 FAR

Building Height 86 ft.

Floor to Floor Heights
required no less than 13 feet

Ground Floor 18 ft.
Typical Upper Level 10 ft.

Area Summary % of total
*Total Unit Area (gross) 20,880 sq. ft. 52.43%

**Total Amenity Area (gross) 4,792 sq. ft. 12.03%
Total Retail Area (gross) 1,815 sq. ft. 4.56%

Residential Units
Number of Residential Units 29 units

Typical Unit Square Footage (net) 663 sq. ft.
Number of Units per Acre 70.7 units

On site open space
required 36 sq. ft. per unit

***Total on site open space provided 12,662 sq. ft.
actual 437 sq. ft. per unit

Building Setbacks Req: No more than 5 feet
North property line 0 ft.
West property line 0 ft.

Parking Requirement
minimum 0.7 stalls/unit
maximum 1.1 stalls/unit

stalls provided 30 stalls
actual ratio 1 stalls/unit

Bicycle Parking
minimum 2 stalls
maximum 50 stalls

stalls provided 30 stalls

Landscaping
required parkway trees 11 1 tree per 25 feet
required (Randolph St.) 4 trees
provided (Randolph St.) 4 trees

required (Des Plaines St.) 6 trees
provided (Des Plaines St.) 7 trees

PROJECT STATISTICS + EGRESS PLANS
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From the perspective of the city, this building’s use of matierials and exterior form highlights the diverse 
layers of culture and tradition that herald this district of Chicago.  In a mixed-use area, the building acts 
within its architecture of pulling back the exterior skin to reveal the rich color within the building, and in 
this case, the heart of the dwelling. 

From a streetscape standpoint, the angled building walls are an architectural gesture of invitation and 
welcoming to the courtyard. This slight angle shows up again in the unit plan as a threshold. Concep-
tually, the pulling apart of the two masses suggests the entrance at the ground level and separates the 
programmatic spaces of retail and residential lobby.  It is at this point that the architecture exemplified 
something more special at the corner, the jewel coffeehouse. 

GROUND LEVEL DESIGN + ELEVATION STUDIES
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REVIT ELEVATIONS AUTOCAD ELEVATION
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To dwell is to practice life in a space [that is, in this 
case, the dwelling], which is dependant upon the 
individual as its source of life.  The architecture of 
urban housing should be empowering for the dweller, 
supportive in its greatest capacity [of life]. Not only 
life physically, but in the psychological and phys-
iological realms. It should cheer us on, assisting 
people to be their best selves.  The rituals of daily life 
inform the architecture of its role in that support, and, 
in return, the architecture should celebrate the best 
in life, the individual.

MANIFESTO

NOURISH

CLEANSE

REVIVE

CELEBRATE

REFLECT

The renewal of one’s self with that consid-

ered good.

To better one’s self, leaving behind all that is 

considered unpure, unhealthy, and purify-

ing the mind of any physical obstacle, and 

taking care of self

To recharge the mind, soul, and body - 

restoring that which was given to or taken 

away from life in a particular moment in time

To activate the spiritual realm with positive 

qi, in communion or in private, diverging 

from the normative routine

To self-assess, to realize where one is and 

where he or she is heading ,ruminating on 

the topics that the individual holds most 

sacred. 
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A smoother, stark white plaster is applied to the upper residential shell with 
scored lines along key fenestration elements like windows and protruding 
balconies.  The balcony insets receive a deep, rich ipe applied horizontal-
ly to provide a contrast to the vertical nature of the corten steel.  The ipe 
highlights where the “life” happens in the building the most in plan - the unit, 
where the people are the life. 

On the ground and second levels, a corten weathering steel is used to pro-
vide a counter balance to the white upper mass with a rich amber tone. 

The pavilion coffee house on the corner presents itself as a jewel in the proj-
ect, strengthening the impact of the corner conditino by being ambulatory.  
The open air public space above the shop helps encourage walkability and 
social interaction, making it a space that belongs more to the city rather than 
only those residing in the units.  The primary pavilion material is a set of trav-
ertine panels continuing into the inside with minimal transition.  Permeable 
pavers line the courtyard floor with joint lines established by the existing 
sidewalk. 

MATERIAL STRATEGIES
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RICHARDSON APARTMENTS
David Baker Architects

The skillful banding of Juno Academy 
is an artful way to respect the exist-
ing buildings. This idea is manifested 
in the Chicago project in the core. 

Both DBA projects’ use of materials 
to provide a pseudo-transparency to 
the program behind the wall is ad-
mirable and replicated with a similar 
pallete of materials in the Chicago 
project. 

PRECEDENTS

855 BRANNAN, DBA

RICHARDSON APARTMENTS, David Baker Architects

JUNO ACADEMY,  SKM Archtiects
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In this rendering, the central core is highlighted as it glows up the building, casting precarious shadows along 
the belly of the balcony above. With the aggressive approach to uplighting, the conceptual ideas are realized as 

a heavy mass hovering over the jewel [pavilion].
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